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Bear Basin Adventures

Fishing

About Us
We are owner-operators of our outfitting business and will

Join us for an adventure in the mountains of north-west
Wyoming’s, Wind River and Absaroka Mountains. We operate in
the greater Yellowstone ecosystem, near Yellowstone National
Park, just 2 hours from Jackson Hole.

join you on your trip to ensure enjoyment. Our enthusiasm
is infectious and our staff, horses and equipment are first
rate. Together we have been in the business for over 15 years
and our experience and knowledge will ensure your safety
and pleasure. We truly look forward to hearing from you and
helping plan your next summer or fall wilderness vacation of a
lifetime.

Fish pristine mountain lakes and streams, horse ride among
wildflower meadows and glacial peaks or hunt elk out of our first
class hunting camp.

Heath and Sarah Woltman

Pack Trips
Riding through the mountains on a trusty horse with your friends
and family is a great way experience the outdoors. Ride out,
stopping to set up camp beside a glistening river or wildflower
covered mountain. As we prepare your dinner you can hike, fish,

Come join us for a trip exclusively geared to the fisherman. The
Wind River Mountains caters for all fisherman from the most avid
to the beginner. Whether it’s a week-long excursion or just an
afternoon diversion, we can plan the perfect trip for you.

Hunting

nap or simply relax with a good book and great back drop. After
a restful night sleeping and enjoying the clean mountain air,
your next day will be filled with fishing, hiking or just relaxing.
Regardless of the activity you will enjoy the wilderness as if it
was your own. Soon enough we will pack up the horses to move
to another site, just as beautiful, only to explore more of this
spectacular landscape.

Elk hunting from our camp is a must for any hunter. We offer a
premium first-class, fair chase elk hunt in awe inspiring country.
Visit our website for more details.
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